DRAFT BEERS
Having trouble deciding which beer to drink? Try a beer flight!
Choose any three drafts served in 7oz glasses | 7

NEW JERSEY FAVORITES
CRICKET HILL HOPNOTIC IPA | 6.25
Fairfield, NJ 6.5% ABV - A beer with a huge hop nose & flavor
indicative of grape fruit & tropical fruit. Well balanced with a
solid malt backbone Hopnotic will impress any IPA enthusiast &
stands up to spicy foods & your favorite burger
CRICKET HILL JERSEY SUMMER BREAKFAST ALE | 6.25
Fairfield, NJ 5.5 % ABV - Fresh and full of flavor as a day down the
shore! Fermented with Belgian ale yeast, this beer has a tangy,
fruity taste.

STOUT
GUINNESS | 6.75
Dublin, Ireland 4.2% ABV - Deep-dark color; hint of
roasted barley & hops with a bittersweet finish

LAGERS
COORS LIGHT | 3.75
Golden, CO 4.2% ABV - Subtle fruit notes of apple & banana with
a balance of bitterness & sweetness
CORONA LIGHT | 5
Mexico 4.1% ABV A perfect pint for a hot day! With only 99 Calories,
this beer is an old-time favorite, made from filtered water, malted
barley, hops, corn, & yeast. Light golden in color with a crisp and
refreshing taste
HARP | 5.50
Dublin, Ireland 5% ABV - Bright golden color with aromas of sweet
grains & floral spices. Taste of grains, slight corn & noble hops
SAM ADAMS BOSTON LAGER| 5
Boston, MA 4.7% ABV - Smooth & malty, with a balance of hops
STELLA ARTOIS | 6
Belgium 5% ABV - Pale lager with a touch of sweetness
dominated by grainy malt & a bitter finish
YUENGLING | 4
Pottsville, PA 4.4% ABV - An amber colored lager known for
a medium body & a well balanced taste

SEASONAL BEER
BROOKLYN SUMMER ALE | 6
Brooklyn, N.Y. 5.0% ABV - A refreshing, flavorful pale ale made to
accompany you on all your warm weather adventures with a
snappy, clean bitterness and a bright, floral aroma, It’s a sunny pale
ale, Brooklyn style
LEINENEKUGEL SUMMER SHANDY | 6
Chippewa Falls, WI 4.2% ABV - A traditional weiss beer with a
refreshing natural lemonade flavor that makes it the perfect
summer beer
LONG TRAIL THRU HIKER | 6.25
Bridgewater Corners, VT 5.2% ABV - Continue down the trail with
this refreshing wheat ale. Thru Hiker Summer Wheat is slightly
sweet with a hazy body and notes of citrus, spice, and fruity hops.
SAM ADAMS SUMMER | 5
Boston, MA 5.3% ABV - Golden, hazy and thirst-quenching, this
American wheat ale is synonymous with summer. Grains of
Paradise accent the crisp wheat character with a peppery spice that
finishes clean

IPA & AMERICAN PALE ALE
BALLIST POINT SCULPIN IPA | 7
San Diego, CA 7% ABV - this gold-medal winning IPA,
whose inspired use of hops creates hints of apricot,
peach, mango & lemon flavors, but still packs a bit of a
sting, just like a Sculpin fish
CARTON HOPPUN | 6
Atlantic Highlands, NJ 5.3% ABV - The hoppy American
Pale. Soften the edges with a traditional pale malt bill
and tie it with fruity esters of British yeast. This is a
tutti-fruity/berry side of modern hop aromatics in a
pleasant drinking straightforward Pale.
FOUNDERS ALL DAY IPA | 5.50
Grand Rapids, MI 4.7% ABV - The beer that keeps your
taste buds satisfied. Naturally brewed with a complex
array of malts, grains, and hops, it is balanced for optimal
aromatics and a clean finish
HEAVY SEAS LOOSE CANNON HOP3 | 6.25
Baltimore, MD 7.25% ABV - Burnished gold with a rich
citrus hop aroma & a big hop flavor
SAM ADAMS REBEL IPA | 5
Boston, MA 6.5% ABV - A more intense juicy, tropical &
citrus flavor supported by a leaner body & a crisp, clean
finish to optimize the hop character
SWEETWATER 420 EXTRA PALE ALE | 6
Atlanta, GA 5.7% ABV - Goldish amber color Aroma of
grass & fall leaves. Subtle taste of lemon with a mildly
bitter finish

ALES
NEW BELGIUM FAT TIRE | 6.25
Fort Collins, CO 5.2% ABV - A delightful sense of
balance with toasty, biscuit-like malt flavors coasting in
equilibrium with hoppy freshness
SMITHWICK’S | 5.50
Ireland 4.5% ABV - A gentle balance of bitterness,
sweet/malty notes & a hint of roast coffee a dry-yetfruity medium to full body & a long sumptuous
honeyed citrus & grass accented finish
THATCHER’S IRISH RED ALE | 4
Virginia 4.9% ABV - Deep red color & roasted caramel
malt flavors

WHEAT BEERS
BLUE MOON BELGIAN WHITE | 5.50
Golden, CO 5.4% ABV - Combo of orange peel & coriander
SAM ADAMS CHERRY WHEAT | 6
Boston, MA 5.3% ABV - Smooth & malty, with a balance of
hops; Crisp & fruity with a hint of honey

HARD CIDER
ANGRY ORCHARD | 6.25
Walden, NY 5% ABV - It is a perfect balance of
sweetness & bright acidity from culinary apples &
dryness of traditional cider making apples, resulting
in a complex, yet refreshing, hard cider

PILSNERS
CARLSBERG | 5.50
Denmark 4.6% ABV - Experience a harmonious balance of
bitterness and the sweetness of apples, while enjoying the bright
golden color & nice looking foam
HEINEKEN BREW LOCK | 6
Amsterdam 5% ABV - Bright golden color with a
malty, yet mildly bitter taste poured from a revolutionary new
technology relying on normal atmospheric air to squeeze the
inner bag & push beer through to the faucet
MILLER LITE | 3.75
Milwaukee, WI 4.2% ABV - This carefully crafted pilsner
uses the finest ingredients & brewing techniques to
ensure rich, full bodied beer taste at only 96 calories

BOTTLED BEERS

(*GLUTEN FREE)

BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, COORS LIGHT,
MICHELOB ULTRA, MILLER LITE | 4
ROLLING ROCK, SMIRNOFF ICE, TWISTED TEA,
KALIBER N/A | 4.75
AMSTEL LIGHT, CORONA EXTRA, CORONA LIGHT
HEINEKEN, HEINEKEN LIGHT, REDBRIDGE,*
MAGNERS*, MAGNERS PEAR HARD CIDER* | 5.50
MURPHY’S STOUT CANS | 6.25

